DXC Services for
Microsoft 365 and Teams

Get everything you need for your move to the cloud for enterprise productivity with DXC Technology.

Business case
An increasingly dispersed global workforce, consumerization
of IT and ongoing cost pressures are forcing business leaders
to reimagine how people work, communicate and collaborate.
Employees expect and demand secure and convenient access to
communications and key productivity applications at the office,
from home or remotely.
Many organizations are looking to Microsoft 365 and Teams as
the productivity solution that will meet these needs. However,
to take full advantage of these applications, migration and

Key benefits
• Improve productivity and collaboration
from anywhere with enhanced security.
• Leverage the expertise of a trusted partner
while mitigating risks to your business.
• Drive employee adoption to accelerate
time to value from day 1.

user adoption can present challenges that require significant
planning and preparation, especially as new capabilities are
being continually added. Once achieved, it’s vital that employees
continue to receive the support they need to effectively use these
new capabilities, minimize business disruption and maintain
productivity.
DXC provides planning, migration and user-adoption capabilities

We understand how to work in complex environments, protect

to help you move employees and data quickly and seamlessly.

critical processes and meet tight timelines. Our results-driven

Our end-to-end delivery model leverages DXC-staffed Microsoft

approach improves services, reduces risk and helps businesses

FastTrack teams, DXC support services and dedicated Microsoft

realize significant cost savings.

support teams. This ensures that your employees can work more
efficiently and collaborate more effectively from anywhere, and
businesses get much-needed support to focus on running other
parts of the enterprise.
Together with Microsoft, we leverage our experience, best-ofbreed technologies, and proven migration methodologies and
processes to safely move your employees and data to the cloud.
We also accelerate time to value by providing an integrated,
virtually colocated DXC Technology and Microsoft delivery
team that helps to keep your business running and provides
rapid incident response and resolution time throughout the
implementation process.

DXC Services for Microsoft 365 and Teams

DXC Services for Microsoft 365 and Teams
in action
Enjoy comprehensive, reliable support. When you choose DXC Services
for Microsoft 365 and Teams, you can count on:
• A single point of accountability
• A trusted, proven implementation methodology
• Comprehensive support from DXC and Microsoft
• Ability to support Multi-Geo tenancy
Gain from our experience. DXC has successfully transitioned more than 2
million user workloads to Microsoft 365 and Teams.
• Rapid support — An integrated, colocated Microsoft and DXC delivery
team provides access to operational and engineering teams and
integrated delivery processes.
• Comprehensive coverage — The breadth and depth of our portfolio and
experience help ensure that the infrastructure ecosystem and employees
are prepared for the change to cloud-based services.
• Shared goals — We bring the best of DXC and Microsoft to migrate
enterprise customers successfully to new cloud services.

DXC Services for Microsoft 365 and Teams
partnerships
Work with a market leader. DXC Services for Microsoft 365 and Teams
is the culmination of our more than 30 years of experience managing
productivity platforms, unified communications systems and modern
collaboration services.
• DXC supports more than 4.8M Teams monthly active users.
• DXC has extensive architectural and operational insight into Microsoft 365
and Teams.
• DXC has 20,000 Microsoft-trained professionals.

Why DXC?
• Minimize business disruption.
Reduce implementation risk by
leveraging a proven methodology for
transforming main workloads and
supporting the ecosystem.
• A single point of accountability.
DXC works closely with Microsoft to
handle, resolve and communicate any
incidents rapidly.
• Drive employee adoption.
Leverage management of change
services to help ensure that
employees know how to take
advantage of Microsoft 365 and
Teams capabilities and that the
business gets the full value of its
investment.
• Comprehensive support.
Transition from legacy, on-premises
environments to Microsoft cloud.

Get started
About DXC Technology
DXC Technology (NYSE: DXC) helps global companies run their mission critical systems and
operations while modernizing IT, optimizing data architectures, and ensuring security and scalability
across public, private and hybrid clouds. With decades of driving innovation, the world’s largest
companies trust DXC to provide services across the Enterprise Technology Stack to deliver new levels
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Make your move to Microsoft 365
and Teams with DXC.
Learn more at
www.dxc.technology/
modernworkplace

